12 students of CSSC 2018 made it to the final list of UPSC CSE 2018. Here are a few stories:

**MAINAK GHOSH : AIR - 31**

Our achiever, Mainak Ghosh who got All India Rank 31 says, "Road to the success was tough and long, but when institution like CSSC comes forward and help the aspiring students, it becomes a game changer. Personal guidance by Rajanvir sir was an irreplaceable part of this success. I hope CSSC and mentors like Rajanvir sir will keep producing best civil servants and transform aspirations into reality."

**SAURABH SUMAN YADAV : AIR - 55**

Saurabh Suman Yadav got All India Rank 55 and says, "It's a dream come true. The guidance from CSSC and especially Rajanvir Sir during the interview process helped me focus on the important areas, stay calm on the interview day and enabled me to give my best shot."

**SUSHANT SINGH : AIR - 189**

Sushant Singh, who got All India Rank 189, says "CSSC classes in ATI helped me a lot with my civil service preparation. More specifically, the guidance provided by Rajanveer Kapoor sir proved immensely valuable in my interview which helped me secure AIR of 189 in civil service exam 2018. Thank you."
AVINASH RAI : **AIR – 219**

Avinash Rai, got AIR 219 and says, “I am extremely thankful to CSSC and Ranjanvir Kapur sir who motivated me at the time when I needed it the most. His advice really helped me to sail through the process. I will forever be indebted to him for his immense support which led me to achieve this feat.”

MAHESWAR MAJII : **AIR – 326**

Maheswar Maji, got AIR 326 and says, “I would like to thank CSSC for helping me crack CSE 2018. Interview guidance provide by Rajan Vir sir has imbibed within me a sense of confidence and helped me a lot in achieving my dream. Again many many thanks to CSSC and Rajan Vir sir for believing in me.”
**MD SARFARAZ ALAM : AIR – 488**

Md Sarfaraz Alam, got AIR 488 and says, "I came to know about CSSC from internet and came in contact with Rajanvir sir through Facebook at the time when I was not even sure of preparing for Civil Services Examination. He was the true mentor who provided the initial kick to me. I reached to him whenever I needed any guidance or had some queries which most of my sources didn't answer satisfactorily. This proved to be of immense help. Thank you sir !!"
DEBJYOTI BARMAN: **AIR - 647**
Debjyoti Barman got All India Rank 647, says "I am really grateful for all the guidance and help provided to me by CSSC during my UPSC preparation ... especially Kapur sir who had been like an elderly brother, personally assisting me during this stressful period and whatever I have achieved couldn't have been possible without such great motivators. I will always be thankful to them for their selfless support."

SANTOSH JAISWAL: **AIR - 758**
Santosh Jaiswal, got AIR 758 and says, “Thank you CSSC for crisp guidance during mock interviews. Your motivational support helped me excel the final interview with ease and confidence. Thanks again.”